Introduction.
Epstein [l ] has shown that the system of differential equations (1) *'= A(t)x, IE(-™, «o), (' = -)> where x is a column vector and A is an nXn matrix, has solutions which are all periodic with period co when the entries in A are odd continuous functions of t which are periodic with period u. The present paper gives generalizations of this result in which the condition of oddness on A is relaxed considerably.
Our results apply to matrices A which, in addition to periodicity, have the property that there can be associated with (1) an equation (2) y' = B(t)y, not necessarily different from (1) , such that there are two changes of variables satisfying certain conditions which transform (1) into (2) or (2) into (1).
2. Results. and that the following conditions are satisfied: (i) There exists a matrix B which is given a.e. on an interval I by
where $i and $2 are nonsingular matrices, fx andf2 are real-valued functions, the entries of <!>, and the functions fi being absolutely continuous on I and the primes denote derivatives.
Received by the editors May 9, 1966. where c is a scalar constant. Then every solution of (1) is periodic with period co.
The following corollary is obtained by taking d>1=cj>2 = JE (the unit matrix) in the above theorem. and if there exist points h and h in I at which (5) holds then every solution of (1) is periodic with period co.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A" be a fundamental solution matrix of (1). It is a well known result of Floquet Theory that (3) implies
where m is any integer and V is a constant nonsingular matrix. Let Yi = 3>iX(fi), i=l, 2; then Yi = */ Xif/) + fi *< -Xif/,, a.e. in /, dfi = *,' Xif/) + fi 3>iA ifdXif/), from (1), = */ sr1 Yi + fi $iA ifi) $rs Yi = BYi, by (4).
Yi is nonsingular since "!>,• and X are nonsingular so that Fi and F2 are fundamental solution matrices of (2). Consider
so that Yi(ti)=cY2it/)V™ = cY2iti) and F2(*2) = (1/c)Fx(fe)F"», by (6) . We note that the piecewise continuity of A and absolute continuity of dj>i and fi are sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of solutions of (2) and hence Fi = cF2 and F2=(l/c) YiVm* everywhere in / since both sides of either of these equations are solutions of (2) with the same initial conditions at a point of I. Substitution of one of these equations into the other gives Y2 = Y2 Vmi and E = Vm2 since Y2 is nonsingular. Thus V=E since m2= ±1 and (7) implies that A(£+co) = X(t) for all t.
Q.E.D.
The various steps of the proof of Theorem 1 also hold if % and m2 are possibly integers other than 0 and +1 and X(t-\-(miArm2)u) = X(t). However it may be assumed without loss of generality that mi = 0 and m2^l; the Bolzano-Weierstrass intermediate value theorem for continuous functions with (5) applied to f=f2-fi shows the existence of a point 4 such that f2(t£ =fi(Q +w and this is a special case of Theorem 1 so that X(tA-a>) =X(t).
Theorem 2. Assume that there exists a continuous or piecewise continuous matrix B such that the following conditions are satisfied:
Ci) A is given a.e. on two intervals Ji and J2 by (8) */*ra + g^iB(gi)<frT1 = A, i=l,2,
where SPi and ifr2 are nonsingular matrices, gi and g2 are real-valued functions on Ji and J2 respectively, the entries of ^j and the functions gi being absolutely continuous on Ji.
(ii) There is a point Ti in Jt such that nA-nta is in Jj, = ^iird^in + «<w)X;(r,)F»S by (7), so that Xiin)=kXiiT/) and X^r/) =(l//fe)X1(r2) V»\ by (10). Hence Xi = kX2 and X2 = (l//fe) A, F»* for all t and A2 = X2 V so that Vni = E and F=£ since n2= ±1. Therefore (7) implies that every solution of (1) is periodic with period co.
3. Remarks, (i) In the case that either /1 and /2 or gi and g2 are monotonic Theorems 1 and 2 are statements of the same results; in this case also Corollaries 1 and 2 are equivalent.
For example, if /1 and/2 are monotonic we will show that the conditions (4), (5) and (6) of Theorem 1 may be written in the form of (8), (9) (ii) The result of Epstein mentioned in the introduction is given, for example, by Corollary 1 with fi(t) =t and f2(t) = -t. In this case we may take h = 0 and t2= -co/2 so that mi = 0 and m2= Arl.
Examples. We conclude by constructing
examples of matrices A on a typical period [0, co] for which (1) has periodic solutions and which illustrate a few of the different types of systems to which the theorems apply. This equation may also be written
where g_1 is the inverse function of g. Hence if f(t)=g(t), O^t^a and f(t)=g~1(t), a^t^co, then A(t) = f'(t)A(f(t)), 0 ^ / g co, t9* a. with fi(t)=t, fi(t)=f(t), h=a, t2 = 0 or co, mi=0 and m2= ±1, the choice of t2 and the value of m2 depending on the interval / chosen. Thus every solution of (1) is periodic with period co. (1) is periodic with period co.
